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3D Point Clouds
- Application areas: 

- Autonomous driving, augmented reality, and robotics

- Structural difference with images: 
- Unlike images, which are arranged on regular pixel grids, 3D point clouds are sets embedded in 

continuous space
- This precludes immediate application of deep network designs that have become standard in 

computer vision, such as networks based on CNNs.



Previous Work

- Projection Based Networks
- Project 3D point clouds into various image planes, then use 2D CNNs to extract features
- Drawbacks:

- The geometric information inside point clouds is collapsed due to projection
- Underutilize the sparsity of point clouds when forming dense pixel grids on projection planes

- Voxel-Based Networks
- Transform to regular representations is 3D voxelization, followed by convolutions in 3D
- Drawbacks: Incur massive computation/memory costs 

- Point-Based Networks
- Deep network structures that ingest point clouds directly: PointNet, PointNet++
- Connect the point set into a graph and conduct message passing on this graph: DGCNN, ECC



In This Work

- We design a Point Transformer layer for point cloud processing, which is invariant 
to permutation and cardinality.

- We construct Point Transformer networks for classification and dense prediction on 
point clouds, which can serve as general backbones for 3D scene understanding.

- We set the new SOTA on multiple highly competitive benchmarks, outperforming 
long lines of prior work.
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Semantic Segmentation

● S3DIS
● Outperforms all prior work across OA, mAcc, mIoU



Semantic Segmentation

● Outperforms across the board
● Several times fewer parameters



Shape Classification

● ModelNet40
● Outperforms all prior work in both 

mAcc and OA



Shape Classification



Object Part Segmentation

● ShapeNetPart
● SOTA instance mIoU
● Competitive category mIoU



Object Part Segmentation



Ablations


